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For a ring R, we denote the ring of / by t matrices with entries from R, by M,R. There is an obvious map from R to MtR:
Let D denote a division ring of dimension n2 over its centre F. The main result of [1] , asserts that if t = n2, then as F-algebras lim M,<D » lim A/,,F, the maps in both limits being A(f). However, the proof there is exceptionally obscure and complicated. We give a short natural proof, requiring only the Noether-Skolem Theorem: [3, Let k: D -» M,F be a fixed F-algebra homomorphism (for instance, the right regular representation of D), and define maps k¡: M,¡D -» M,¡*\F to be the maps on the matrix rings induced by k. We may form the limit, S, of the diagram (1): (1), lim/ is actually an isomorphism (with inverse, lim k¡) from the limit of row 2 to the limit of row 3. We shall construct inner «p,: M,,.F-> M,,F (row 1 to row 2) and »//,: M,<D -► MtiD (row 4 to row 3) so that the whole of (2) commutes. Define \p0: D -» D to be the identity map. Assuming \ps have been defined for 0 < s < /', so that rows 3 and 4 commute, we see ji+xkiUMt,D)^à(Ml,D) as F-subalgebras of Ml+¡D, the isomorphism obtained by pulling back the image of A, and applying/ + l/c,^,. By the Noether-Skolem Theorem, there exists an in vertible V in Mt,*\D so that this isomorphism is implemented by conjugation with V. Define \pi+x(A) = VAV~X; then ^,+1A =j¡+lkj^/¡, concluding the induction.
Thus lim \pi defines a map between the limits of the fourth and third rows; it follows that lim tp,~ ' (from row 3 to row 4) exists and is the inverse. In particular, lim \j/~' is an algebra isomorphism.
The same process allows us to construct a similar isomorphism, lim <p, from the limit of row 1 to the limit of row 2, with each <p, inner. Since lim/, is an isomorphism, and Lim(^-!/>,.) = (lim uV^)(lim/)(lim ep,), setting a, = $¡~XJi% (mapping down the columns of (2)), we see that lim a, is an isomorphism, and the final statement is an immediate consequence. Q
The form of the isomorphism obtained above is particularly useful in computing the homology or cohomology of D relative to that of F (see [2] , for an application), because such functors usually commute with direct limits, and change inner automorphisms into the identity. Theorem 2 of [1] effectively asserts that if a division ring D can be represented as a limit, lim D¡, with each D¡ a finite dimensional central division algebra over F, then 
